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Design and development of the Pediatric Urology Recovery After Surgery Endeavor (PURSUE) multicentre pilot and exploratory study

Kyle O Rove1,2, Andrew C Strine3, Duncan T Wilcox1,2, Gino J Vricella4,5, Timothy P Welch6,7,8, Brian VanderBrink,3 David I Chu9, Rajeev Chaudhry8, Rebecca S Zee9, Megan A Brockel10,11, on behalf of PURSUE Study group

ABSTRACT

Introduction Lower urinary tract reconstruction in paediatric urology represents a physiologically stressful event that is associated with high complication rates, including readmissions and emergency room visits. Enhanced recovery after surgery (ERAS) protocol is a set of multidisciplinary, perioperative strategies designed to expedite surgical recovery without adversely impacting readmission or reoperation rates. Early paediatric urology data demonstrated ERAS reduced complications in this population.

Methods and analysis In 2016, a working group of paediatric urologists and anaesthesiologists convened to develop an ERAS protocol suitable for patients undergoing lower urinary tract reconstruction and define study process measures, patient-reported outcomes and clinically relevant outcomes in paediatric and adolescent/young adult patients. A multicentre, prospective, propensity-matched, case–control study design was chosen. Each centre will enrol five pilot patients to verify implementation. Subsequent enrolled patients will be propensity matched to historical controls. Eligible patients must be aged 4–25 years and undergoing planned operations (bladder augmentation, continent ileovesicostomy or appendicovesicostomy, or urinary diversion). 64 ERAS patients and 128 controls will be needed to detect a difference in Quality of Recovery 9 scores.

Strengths and limitations of this study

This protocol outlines a multicentre, prospective, propensity score-matched cohort study of an enhanced recovery after surgery (ERAS) protocol applied to paediatric and adolescent/young adult patients undergoing lower urinary tract reconstructive surgery.

Primary and secondary outcomes of interest are relevant to the underlying quality improvement initiative to implement a standardised care pathway (ERAS), reflect clinical outcomes and include patient-reported outcome measures to understand the patient and family perspective.

The comparator group will be recent historical patients who have undergone the same operations. Propensity score matching based on a priori identified covariates will be used to reduce confounding based on non-random assignment of perioperative care (eg, routine care vs ERAS protocol). Time-series analysis will provide insight into any ongoing changes occurring over time with regard to either process, clinical or balancing measures.

INTRODUCTION

Background Lower urinary tract reconstruction represents some of the most challenging surgical operations performed by paediatric urologists. These operations can be long, complex and often involve a bowel resection and anastomosis. Patients undergoing these operations are at high risk for postoperative complications, including nausea and vomiting, ileus, surgical site infection, urinary tract infection.
and pyelonephritis. To date, the optimal perioperative care for these patients has not been well defined, with practices varying widely from institution to institution.

Relevance
Since its initial description in the late 1990s, enhanced recovery after surgery (ERAS) has emerged as an innovative tool in the care of adult surgical patients. ERAS represents a multidisciplinary protocol with a strong implementation framework that targets all phases of care for the surgical patient. ERAS has been shown in various adult surgical populations to maintain adequate pain control and facilitate earlier return to baseline function without adverse impact on complication or readmission rate through evidence-based care. A large multicentre ERAS study of adult colorectal resection and hip fracture repairs demonstrated clinically significant reductions in length of stay (LOS) (0.4–0.9 days), postoperative major complications (rate ratio 0.28 compared with pre-ERAS controls (95% CI 0.12 to 0.68)) and decreased opioid use (by 31%–42%). Data audits function as an essential part of an ERAS protocol, allowing teams to review compliance and use continuous quality improvement methodology to iterate and target areas requiring amelioration, further improving clinical outcomes. Standardising perioperative care of complex paediatric urology patients using an approach like ERAS has potential to reduce undesirable variations in care, optimise recovery and lead to improvements in surgical outcomes.

To date, experience with ERAS in paediatric patients has been limited. Published studies have methodological limitations including retrospective nature, lack of specified inclusion and exclusion criteria, poorly defined ERAS protocol elements, small sample size, lack of audits and/or limited follow-up. A single-centre, prospective pilot trial of 13 paediatric urology patients undergoing procedures with ERAS, compared with 26 historical controls, demonstrated fewer complications and reduced LOS from 8 to 5.7 days. Another group studying a similar population retrospectively reported even greater improvements in LOS. These small experiences reflect that some paediatric operations occur with far less frequency than common adult operations, increasing variability in postoperative care and overall experience from centre to centre and surgeon to surgeon. The evidence base for perioperative practices is not necessarily well developed or even valid in a paediatric population. Additionally, parents, guardians and families are integral to the care of paediatric surgical patients and their involvement in a pathway should be considered.

Anticipated impact
To address these issues, a collaborative multicentre effort was initiated by the study authors with goals of defining and implementing an ERAS protocol adapted for paediatric urology patients and studying both implementation and outcomes prospectively. Centres will gain valuable experience in implementation, which requires stakeholder engagement and multidisciplinary participation, while the study group seeks to understand system, provider and patient-level barriers to protocolised surgical care. Furthermore, study of ERAS in a paediatric and emerging young adult population undergoing metabolically stressful operations has the potential to demonstrate the value of standardised care similar to gains seen in adult counterparts.

Objectives
Pediatric Urology Recovery After Surgery Endeavor (PURSUE) study has two primary objectives: (1) to determine if an ERAS protocol can decrease variation in care for complex paediatric patients while simultaneously improving recovery time from surgery without any change in balancing measures, and (2) to broaden exposure of the paediatric urology community to ERAS by engaging study centres in ERAS protocol implementation at geographically diverse medical centres. In this report, we describe study design considerations, ERAS protocol definitions and rationale for the PURSUE study.

METHODS AND ANALYSIS
ERAS protocol development
The study group first met to discuss the proposal for a multicentre study at the Societies for Pediatric Urology Fall Congress in September 2016 in Dallas, Texas, USA. Follow-up phone conferences were held several times over the following year. The participants at the initial meeting included attendings, fellows and residents from paediatric urology and paediatric anaesthesiology. Six institutions participated in the original discussions and committed to the study (represented by the authors).

Prior to this work, the study group was only aware of a single paediatric urology ERAS protocol that was adapted for use in patients predominantly with neurogenic bowel and bladder (eg, myelomeningocele). This was used as a starting point and was similar to existing adult urology ERAS protocols for radical cystectomy. Modification and addition to this protocol were arrived at by literature review and group consensus. Highlights of the original protocol include omission of formal preoperative bowel preparation, multimodal analgesia with regional blocks for all, no nasogastric tube postoperatively, early feeding (clear liquids in the evening after leaving the operating room, regular diet the following day) and early discontinuation of intravenous fluids by postoperative day 2. Table 1 lists all 20 ERAS protocol elements defined for the purpose of this study.

The authors identified several important components to add to the original pilot protocol, including ensuring a preoperative clear liquid complex carbohydrate load up to 2 hours prior to surgery and encouraging patients to eat a regular diet the night before surgery. Minimising nothing by mouth duration is crucial to limit metabolic stress, minimise catabolic response from surgery, reduce risk of short-term atrophy of the gastrointestinal villi and...
The remainder of the measures from the pilot study were adopted and definitions updated to be internally consistent and account for most foreseeable scenarios. Refer to online supplemental table 1 for complete definitions of all 20 ERAS protocol measures. Importantly, the ERAS protocol as defined was to be adopted by all participating centres as standard of care for treatment of patients undergoing urological reconstructive surgery.

**Study design**

Several study designs were debated and discussed, including randomised controlled trials (RCT) of various permutations as well as prospective observational studies. Important characteristics discussed included ensuring both implementation and study design were feasible with underlying this measure is not level I, but the study group included it for its importance from a physiological perspective and to match existing published ERAS principles.

Minimising surgical drains is another ERAS goal. To adapt this to lower urinary tract reconstruction, it was defined as avoiding placement of intraperitoneal or subcutaneous drains. This measure does not include urinary drains, as the group felt these to be important to protect and maximise drainage of the urinary tract postoperatively as a matter of urological principle. To account for those patients in whom a clinical decision has been made to leave an intraperitoneal or subcutaneous drain, a postoperative measure was added that any such drains should be removed on or by postoperative day 4. This day was proposed on the basis of pilot data showing that many patients are ready to go home and that these drains are rarely helpful.

The evidence

**Table 1** Comprehensive list of preoperative, intraoperative and postoperative ERAS protocol items targeted by the care pathway, customised for paediatric urology patients. The definitions for these items were arrived at through multidisciplinary consensus of the study group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preoperative</th>
<th>Intraoperative</th>
<th>Postoperative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Counsel about ERAS</td>
<td>Regional anaesthesia (catheter-based block)</td>
<td>Nausea/vomiting prevention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear-liquid carbohydrate load (10 mL/kg up to 350 mL)</td>
<td>Avoiding excess drains (intraperitoneal or subcutaneous)</td>
<td>Early feeding (clears POD 0, regular POD 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid prolonged fasting (eat regular diet and avoid prolonged clears-only diet day prior to surgery)</td>
<td>Euvolaemia (4–7 mL/kg/hour crystalloid)</td>
<td>Early mobilisation (out-of-bed POD 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No bowel preparation (continue bowel regimen if on one)</td>
<td>Normothermia (36°C–38°C during skin-to-skin time)</td>
<td>Adjunctive pain medication (acetaminophen and NSAID)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antibiotic prophylaxis per American Urological Association guidelines</td>
<td>Minimising opioids (&lt;0.15 mg/kg intravenous morphine equivalents)</td>
<td>Early stoppage of intravenous fluids (either discontinue or lower rate to keep vein open (TKO) by POD 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVT prophylaxis (age ≥14 or risk factors)</td>
<td>Minimally invasive assistance (at surgeon discretion)</td>
<td>Early removal of extra drains/catheters (non-urinary drain removal by POD 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No nasogastric tube on leaving OR</td>
<td>Minimising opioids (&lt;0.30 mg/kg/day intravenous morphine equivalents)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DVT, deep vein thrombosis; ERAS, enhanced recovery after surgery; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; OR, operating room; POD, postoperative day.

protect patients against developing insulin resistance, which has been associated with postoperative complications. Specifically, the study group sought to avoid situations where patients drink only clear liquids for several days prior to the operation, nullifying the intentions of ERAS precepts. Bowel preparation remains an open debate. Given the lack of supporting data for this specific patient population, the study group chose to omit formal bowel preparation in the ERAS protocol but aims to study this question secondarily.

Venous thromboembolism (VTE) prophylaxis was added with the caveat that it should apply only to those patients with certain risk factors (age ≥14 years, body mass index ≥30 kg/m², history of VTE, history of malignancy, history of coagulation disorder). The primary recommendation was for sequential compression devices to be placed on the patient prior to induction. No recommendation was made for pharmacological prophylaxis on the basis that the risk/benefit profile may not make sense in children. Since creating this clinical pathway, there have been new reports regarding clarification of paediatric risk factors for VTE. Future revisions of the protocol will require adjustment to match newer evidence. Normothermia was also added and defined as a core body temperature between 36°C and 38°C from incision to close time. Any value outside this range nullifies the measure. Maintaining normal temperatures may minimise risk of wound infection in adults. Notably, normothermia promotes normal metabolic demands on the body (including pharmacokinetics of anaesthetics) and minimises stress from hypothermic or hyperthermic conditions. This was a Surgical Care Improvement Project core measure (SCIP-INF-10). The evidence underlying this measure is not level I, but the study group included it for its importance from a physiological perspective and to match existing published ERAS principles.
minimal overhead, robust data collection through the use of a shared Research Electronic Data Capture (REDCap) database, a priori defined ERAS protocol definitions and outcomes, inclusion of both paediatric (ages 4–17 years) and emerging young adult (18–25) patients undergoing lower urinary tract reconstruction and identification of an adequate control group to demonstrate clinically meaningful differences.

Several centres (Children’s Hospital Colorado, St Louis Children’s Hospital and Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center) already had ERAS protocols in place or started them concurrently during study start-up and randomisation by patient was felt to lack equipoise on the basis of pilot data showing substantial patient benefit. Randomisation by protocol item was deemed too complex and not feasible. Randomisation by surgeon was also felt to lack equipoise, although this is debatable from the standpoint that opposing views on ERAS implementation details may represent unknowable qualities of the intervention. Randomisation by centre would suffer similar pitfalls identified above. Blinding and allocation concealment are staples of RCTs, but are not possible in the setting of implementation of a complex protocol involving tens of interventions that touch nearly every aspect of the diffuse perioperative space. Furthermore, ERAS relies on standardisation of perioperative care, and having patients on either an ERAS protocol or ad hoc care would necessarily create an unwelcome opportunity for cross-contamination issues. A stepped wedge cluster randomised trial design was also considered and is being planned for a separate large multicentre effort in paediatric bowel resection for inflammatory bowel disease. Because two centres in this study group already had existing ERAS protocols, this was not compatible with this option.

The notion that RCT may not be appropriate in all circumstances, particularly within the realm of surgical procedures, is not new and has been discussed previously. There is an applicable framework for advancing surgical care through research and creation of evidence-based practices called the Idea, Development, Exploration, Assessment, and Long-term study (IDEAL) framework. This classification, surgical innovation passes through several different stages. ERAS in paediatric urology is in the beginning stages and falls under stage 2 (Development) or stage 3 (Exploration), given the ground work shown in two small early studies. The IDEAL framework defines goals and methods that are best suited to each stage. At stage 3, prospective study is carried out in either an uncontrolled manner or in smaller size than a full-blown controlled trial. Because of the limitations posed by ERAS, equipoise and surgeon experience, the study group determined the best study would be a case-control study, with ERAS patients making up a prospective observational arm and propensity-matched controls coming from recent patients not exposed to the ERAS protocol.

After discussion, the study group defined two study phases. First, a pilot phase will assess study recruitment across sites, ERAS implementation, protocol adherence and study procedures. Second, an exploration phase will prospectively compare all patients on the ERAS protocol to recent historical controls matched on propensity to undergo surgery with utilisation of an ERAS protocol, should they have been treated presently, using clinically important covariates deemed most likely to affect recovery. Data from the pilot study will be fed forward into the exploratory study. The decision for a built-in pilot study allows each centre to build comfort level with study procedures along with maturation of the ERAS protocol. From a methodological standpoint, a pilot study is set up like a smaller version of the larger study without the need to define sample size or demonstrate clinically important outcomes but rather examine outcomes related to the set-up of the study itself. A built-in pilot component at each centre (first five patients) will allow ascertainment of treatment team perceptions of ERAS and barriers to protocol implementation. While 5 is a small number, high-volume centres only perform 10–15 of these cases per year.

Centre eligibility and patient selection

Centres will be allowed to enrol patients in the study if the centre performed a minimum of five lower urinary tract reconstructive operations in the year prior to centre enrolment. This constitutes a baseline measure of quality and familiarity with the care of these complex patients perioperatively.

Surgeons and research assistants at each respective centre will be responsible for subject identification and recruitment through existing clinical relationships. Patients aged 4–25 years undergoing the following lower urinary tract reconstructive operations may be enrolled after providing informed consent (and assent, when applicable, see online supplemental files: Consent and Assent for examples): augmentation enterocystoplasty, creation of continent urinary channel (appendicovesicostomy, ileovesicostomy or colovesicostomy), creation of an antegrade continence enema channel and incontinent urinary diversions (ileal conduit with or without cystectomy or ileovesicostomy). Because some of these operations may be done with or without a bowel anastomosis—which is a major risk factor for surgical stress, increased operative time and risk of ileus—bowel anastomosis will be tracked and used for matching cases to controls as it is a strong effect modifier. Some providers noted patients with neurogenic bowel not on a bowel management programme (retrograde enemas, oral stool softeners or rectal suppositories) may be at increased risk prolonged return of bowel function, ileus, bowel obstruction or anastomotic bowel leak. For this reason, clinically constipated patients defined as Bristol 1 or 2 stools more than once per week, bowel movement interval greater than every other day, or palpable stool in >50% of colon on physical preoperative examination will be excluded from the study. Patients with these findings become eligible if their stooling pattern is addressed at
least 4 weeks in advance of surgery with implementation of a bowel management programme continued up to the night before surgery.

The use of historical controls has long been felt to be controversial, secondary to the retrospective nature of their identification and data collection and potential biases. Using quality improvement methodology, in which historical controls are often used to compare outcomes to an intervention cohort, run diagrams and interrupted time-series analysis can provide insight into changes occurring over time with regard to either process, clinical outcome or balancing measures. This has the benefit of ensuring that the prospectively enrolled patient outcomes are attributed to the intervention (ERAS) and not to changes in patient care that were already underway prior to implementation. While use of prospective controls from non-ERAS institutions might serve as a better comparison (reduced bias, prospective data collection, parallel comparison of modern surgical patients undergoing similar operations), the study group felt that observational bias (Hawthorne effect) might influence malleable outcomes such as LOS.

**Outcome measures**

The pilot phase outcomes of interest include enrolling a minimum of two patients per centre in the first 6 months, and completing at least 90 days of follow-up on the first five enrolled patients (figure 1). A goal of ≥70% protocol item adherence (out of 20) at ≥75% of study centres was set. Finally, barriers to implementation will be identified and may determine if there is a need to optimise the protocol for wider application.

The primary outcome of the exploratory phase is adherence to the ERAS protocol with number of items achieved (out of 20). Secondary outcomes include LOS; 30-day readmissions; 90-day reoperations; 90-day returns to the emergency room; 90-day complications by Clavien-Dindo classification (see Box 1 for full list of defined complications); number of long-term complications within 1 year (Box 2); minimum, median, maximum daily pain score during the first 7 days after surgery; and mean daily intravenous morphine equivalents (mg/kg) usage during the first 3 days after surgery. It is important to clarify that because this is an observational trial and the ERAS protocol is implemented as standard of care at each centre, the collection of complications here is a clinical outcome measure rather than one seen as a result of study intervention.

In addition to the objective clinical outcomes listed, patient and family-reported outcome measures will be administered to assess the impact of surgery on work and quality of life.

---

**Planning**

- Initial meeting at SPU Fall Congress 2016 (Dallas, TX)
- Study designs debated
- ERAS protocol defined
- Power analysis and statistical planning

**Review Board**

- Shared REDCap database
- Multicentre design with data use agreements
- ERAS programmes implemented as standard of care
- Study is observational, no medical interventions
- Prospective ERAS arm with matched historical controls
- All patients/families consent prior to enrolment
- Register with ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT03245240)

**Pilot**

- Enrol 2 patients in first 6 months per centre
- Pilot phase ends after 5th patient at centre
- Outside process measure compliance audit
- Goal = ≥70% protocol adherence
- Provider surveys (before and after pilot)
- Patient/family survey pre- and post-op
- Quality of Recovery 9 instrument

**Exploratory**

- Enrol 64 ERAS patients (across all centres)
- Compare to 128 propensity-matched historical controls
- • matched on age, sex, diagnosis, prior surgery, center, type of operation, ambulatory status, VP shunt
- 1 year follow up
- Primary outcome: protocol adherence
- Secondary outcomes: LOS
  - re-admissions within 30 days
  - re-operations within 90 days
  - ED visits within 90 days
  - Clavien-Dindo complications
  - maximum mean pain scores
  - opioid usage (mg/kg IV/IV morphine equivalents)
  - patient-reported outcome measures
  - VP shunt infections, other surgical complications after reconstruction to 1 year

---

**Centre eligibility:**

- must have performed 5 or more target operations in the last year

**Inclusion criteria:**

- 4 to 25 years old
- undergoing urologic reconstructive operation that includes one or more of the following:
  - bladder augmentation
  - appendicovesicostomy (Mitrofanoff)
  - ileo- or colovesicosigmoidostomy (Monti)
  - ileocecostomy (Monti-Malone Antegrade Continence Enema channel)
  - urinary diversion requiring a bowel anastomosis

**Exclusion criteria:**

- clinically constipated (Bristol 1 or 2 stools more than once per week, bowel movement interval > every other day, or palpable stool in > 50% of colon on pre-operative physical exam)

**Figure 1** Overview of study conception, implementation, centre eligibility, patient inclusion and exclusion criteria, and design methodology arrived at through group consensus. ED, emergency department; ERAS, enhanced recovery after surgery; IV, intravenous; LOS, length of stay; REDCap, Research Electronic Data Capture; SPU, Societies for Pediatric Urology; VP, ventriculoperitoneal.

Box 1 List of pre-defined postoperative short-term complications.

90-Day Short-Term Complications

Clavien Grade I
- Electrolyte disturbance
- Fever (≥ 38°C) IV complication (infiltration)
- Nausea / vomiting neuropraxia (positioning complication)
- Transient elevation in Cr (acute kidney injury)
- Wound dehiscence
- Incisional seroma
- Other grade I

Clavien Grade II
- Blood transfusion
- Catheter manipulation, ACE
- Catheter manipulation, Mitrofanoff / Monti / urethral / suprapubic tube ± urinary retention
- Ileus requiring NG tube ± total parenteral nutrition + nausea / vomiting
- Infection / bacteraemia treated with Abx ± fever
- Infection / pyelonephritis treated with Abx ± fever
- Infection / superficial wound treated with bedside drainage, Abx ± fever
- Infection / UTI treated with Abx ± fever
- Infection / GI infection with Abx ± fever ± diarrhea
- Venous thromboembolism
- Lymphocele or chylous ascites treated conservatively with diet changes
- Other grade II

Clavien Grade III
- Abdominal abscess requiring interventional radiology / operating room drainage
- Catheter malfunction / loss requiring placement in operating room
- Fecal dehiscence / evisceration treated in operating room
- Hemorrhage requiring embolization or operating room
- Small bowel obstruction treated surgically in operating room
- Urinoma requiring interventional radiology / operating room drainage
- Ureteral obstruction requiring percutaneous nephrostomy tube by interventional radiology / operating room drainage
- Lymphocele or chyle leak requiring interventional radiology / operating room drainage or intervention
- Other grade III

Clavien Grade IV
- Respiratory failure requiring ventilation
- Renal failure
- Multiorgan failure
- Sepsis
- Other grade IV

Clavien Grade V
- Death

Box 2 List of pre-defined postoperative long-term complications.

1-Year Long-Term Complications

- Channel stenosis (any level) requiring revision
- Bowel obstruction
- Bladder stone formation
- Bladder perforation
- Incisional hernia
- New onset metabolic acidosis
- New onset chronic kidney disease
- New onset renal scarring
- VP shunt externalization
- VP shunt infection (positive shunt tip and cerebral spinal fluid cultures)

Data collection

A shared REDCap database has been designed, tested and implemented for use for this study. Data use agreements have been executed between centres and data sharing language was incorporated into patient consent to allow sharing of deidentified data sets maintaining patient confidentiality. The majority of perioperative process, outcome and balancing measures are charted within the medical record as part of standard of care. Where possible, these will be automatically abstracted electronically as five out of the six study centres use the Epic electronic health record system. In cases where data are not normative or where it requires clinical interpretation or cannot be abstracted electronically, manual chart review by research assistants trained by the study team will be done. Continuous data quality checks will be completed quarterly, including analysis of missing required data and any discrepancies. The study commenced enrolment in 2017 and aims to conclude in 2021.

After primary accrual is completed, the study committee plans to transition the shared database into a shared clinical registry for ongoing data collection to continue to study ERAS and further refinements to the care pathway.

Statistical analysis

A total of 64 ERAS patients will be needed to detect a decrease in mean overall LOS by 2 days, with type I error of 5% (false positive) and type II error of 20% (false negative) based on data from the pilot study showing mean LOS of 8.0 days (SD 7.3) for historical patients versus 5.7 days (SD 5.1) for patients who were treated under the ERAS protocol. Patients will be propensity score matched on likelihood to have been treated under an ERAS protocol. Patients will be propensity score matched on likelihood to have been treated under an ERAS protocol 1:2 to recent historical controls from 5 years prior to the initiation of the ERAS protocol. Propensity matching controls for measured baseline covariates before analysis of the outcomes to reduce confounding. Based on pilot data (mean 2.1 complications/patient (SD 1.9) historically and vs 1.3 complications/patient rates of externalisation, infection or revision which has long been a concern of the community.30

school (eg, missed days of each) and adjustment time at home needed to return to ‘normal’ (ie, daily routines not impacted heavily by having had surgery). These instruments include open-ended, non-validated parent and child surveys to be given preoperatively and postoperatively, and a Quality of Recovery 9 questionnaire to assess overall return of function (given before and after surgery, and again at clinic follow-up).29 Figure 2 demonstrates which outcome measures will be tracked over time with respect to the index surgery. Patients will be followed for 1 year, specifically to ensure that patients with a ventriculoperitoneal (VP) shunt do not experience increased
(SD 1.2) under ERAS), this study will also be powered to detect a decrease in any grade complications per patient by 50%. Patients will be divided into two strata: those who underwent and did not undergo a bowel anastomosis as part of the index operation. Propensity score matching within the two strata using nearest-neighbour algorithm (also referred to as greedy matching) will occur on the following variables: age, sex, chronic kidney disease, presence of VP shunt, planned bladder augmentation, history of prior abdominal surgery (other than VP shunt), diagnosis of myelomeningocele, ambulatory status and centre. Bowel anastomosis was determined by the study group to be a strong effect modifier and thus patients will be exactly matched on that variable (creating two strata) and propensity matched on remaining covariates to avoid overfitting.

Because of the nature of propensity-matched data, care must be taken for comparison of historical controls and ERAS cases. Differences in baseline characteristics between matched groups will be assessed using methods that are not influenced by sample size and that do not refer to a hypothetical population (ie, standardised differences). The Mantel-Haenszel test will be used to compare proportions, and generalised linear modelling with generalised estimating equations to adjust for the matching design (creating two strata) and propensity matched on remaining covariates to avoid overfitting.

Because of the nature of propensity-matched data, care must be taken for comparison of historical controls and ERAS cases. Differences in baseline characteristics between matched groups will be assessed using methods that are not influenced by sample size and that do not refer to a hypothetical population (ie, standardised differences). The Mantel-Haenszel test will be used to compare proportions, and generalised linear modelling with generalised estimating equations to adjust for the matching design (creating two strata) and propensity matched on remaining covariates to avoid overfitting.

Figure 2  Timeline of patient enrolment, data collection including process and balancing measures, clinical outcomes and patient-reported outcome measures during the Pediatric Urology Recovery After Surgery Endeavor (PURSUE) study. ED, emergency department.

Study committee
Given the importance of a strong implementation serving as a foundation for success, the study group has created several committees, including an organising committee and audit committee. The organising committee is charged with overseeing data collection, arranging study conference calls and meetings and adjudicating authorship for subsequent papers laid out through a set of by-laws. The organising committee serves as a backstop to proper trial conduct under the purview of study (KOR) and site primary investigators (ACS, GJV, RC, DIC, RSZ). The audit committee arguably serves a more important role, overseeing regular clinical audits of ERAS protocol compliance. The committee is charged with meeting after each centre’s pilot phase (five patients) and ad hoc thereafter, and they will review overall compliance and serve as an external study group as part of plan/do/study/act quality improvement methodology to identify challenging areas and suggest solutions that may be novel for that centre. This highlights the point that the ERAS clinical pathway sets high-level goals, but leaves implementation details and specifics to each centre. This creates heterogeneity that mirrors real-world quality improvement projects, improving the generalisability of the project, but can lead to maladaptive internal centre processes. The audit committee’s goal is to help each centre identify issues early in the implementation and find creative solutions.

Strengths and limitations of the study design
Strengths of this study design include its multicentre nature, which the authors aim to use to demonstrate feasibility of ERAS implementation in a variety of geographically diverse paediatric-focused settings.
Prospective data collection, a priori definitions of protocol elements and an exhaustive list of potential short and long-term complications also lend strengths to its design. The Standard Protocol Items: Recommendations for Interventional Trials checklist was used when preparing this report. Potential limitations of this study include variation in protocol implementation, unsuccessful attempts at protocol implementation, unobserved patient characteristics or other biases affecting outcome measures and use of historical, retrospective controls. The study group notes that there is very little level I evidence for protocol items in paediatric patients. Some are extrapolated from adult evidence and may not hold true. Additionally, patient-reported outcomes in this population are lacking. Pain interference and validated general function measures are available but were not designed nor tested expressly to measure recovery after surgery. When examining clinical outcomes, propensity matching on clinically relevant patient characteristics will allow meaningful comparison, and run charts of patient care variables over time will shed light on any changes in care patterns or outcomes that may have already been underway.

**ETHICS AND DISSEMINATION**

This study was approved by each free-standing tertiary care children’s hospital’s respective Institutional Review Board (St Louis Children’s Hospital (201703081), Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh (17070089), Children’s Hospital Colorado (17-0746), Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center (2017-3322), Ann & Robert H Lurie Children’s Hospital (2019-2566) and Children’s Hospital of Richmond at VCU (HM20015891)). Prospectively enrolled patients who meet inclusion criteria will be approached for inclusion by either a urologist or research assistant prior to the day of surgery. Study protocol does not allow for patients to be approached in the preoperative area to avoid patient or family coercion. No study activities will occur prior to obtaining consent. Patients under 18 years of age (and over specific ages that vary by centre) will assent to enrolment. Participants retain the right to withdraw at any point for any reason. Importantly, non-adherence to the ERAS protocol or ERAS protocol deviation is not grounds for removal from the study. Not every patient will meet clinical standards for every protocol item. Rather, the goal of the ERAS protocol is to maximise evidence-based strategies to return the patient to normal function. ERAS protocol changes will only be made after completing primary accrual and analysis of results in conjunction with a thorough literature review by the study committee.

**PATIENT AND PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT**

ERAS, in many respects, is a patient-focused quality improvement project. While no patients or families were directly involved in the design of this study or recruitment of potential subjects, families expressed interest in being notified of the study results and this will occur. Patient and families will be engaged in future revisions of the underlying ERAS clinical pathway that result from evidence gathered through this study.

In conclusion, PURSUE (ClinicalTrials.gov) is a multi-centre, prospective, propensity-matched, case-control cohort study that will examine outcomes in paediatric and emerging young adult patients undergoing lower urinary tract reconstruction who receive care under an ERAS pathway. Results will be published in peer-reviewed journals by study group members. This protocol marks the first phase of a collaborative quality improvement effort within the paediatric urology community to improve and standardise care of patients undergoing urological reconstructive surgery.
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